
When converting a negative-
output power supply to one with

less-negative output, you must ensure
that variations in input voltage don’t
affect the output voltage. All such sup-
plies include an internal reference volt-
age that enables output-voltage regula-
tion. You usually refer this reference to
the most negative rail, which is ground.
Thus, the output voltage of such a con-

verter depends on the accuracy of its
negative input supply voltage. The cir-
cuit in Figure 1 lacks that limitation.
Delivering output currents as high as
4A with efficiencies better than 90%,
it generates a negative output with the
help of an op amp and a switch-mode
boost converter. Closed-loop feedback
regulates the output voltage with re-
spect to ground, the most positive rail,
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Negative-to-negative switch-mode
converter offers high current and
high efficiency

Figure 1 A switch-mode converter generates a regulated negative supply voltage from a more-negative input voltage.
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Many electronic devices require
user input for setting the appli-

cation properties. Typical input devices
include pushbuttons, potentiometers,
and touchscreens. To minimize over-
all project cost, you may have to select
low-range microcontrollers, FPGAs
(field-programmable gate arrays), or
PLDs (programmable-logic devices).
These devices don’t provide a wide
range of peripherals and often lack an-
alog-to-digital-conversion capability,
which can prove annoying when try-
ing to acquire user input. This Design
Idea describes a method for adding a
low-end ADC to a single programma-
ble-logic I/O pin. The circuit charges
a capacitor through a resistor while
measuring the time to charge the ca-
pacitor to a certain voltage.

Before each measurement, the ca-
pacitor discharges to 0V. A single
I/O pin can perform both the dis-
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which is also the node from which cur-
rent is delivered to the load.

The circuit converts a �5.2V sup-
ply voltage to �3.6V. The boost con-
verter, IC1, regulates its output volt-
age to maintain its feedback voltage
at �3.95V—1.25V above �5.2V. Re-
sistor R8 and capacitor C8 form a low-
pass filter that stabilizes the voltage at
FB. You must then select the R4/R6 and
R5/R7 pairs to produce the desired out-

put voltage. Making R4 and R5 equal
and making R6 and R7 equal improves
the common-mode performance. The
ratio of R4 to R5 determines the voltage
level at the positive input of op amp
IC2, whose closed-loop configuration
ensures that the same voltage appears
at its negative input. Knowing IC2’s
output voltage, �3.95V, and its nega-
tive input voltage lets you determine
the output voltage using the values of

R6 and R7: VOUT��VREF(R6/R7), where
VREF is the 1.25V nominal reference
voltage of IC1, R4�R6, and R5�R7.

The component values in Figure
1—for example, 1.96 k� for R5 and R7
and 5.76 k� for R4 and R6—produce
an output voltage of �3.76V. Graphs
of output voltage versus output current
(Figure 2) and efficiency versus out-
put current (Figure 3) illustrate this
circuit’s performance.EDN

ADC for programmable logic
uses one capacitor
Jef Thoné and Robert Puers,
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

Figure 2 Output voltage for the circuit in Figure 1 varies with
output current.

�

Figure 3 Conversion efficiency for the circuit in
Figure 1 varies with output current.
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Figure 1 This circuit charges a capacitor through a resistor while measuring the
time to charge the capacitor to a certain voltage.
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